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constant query processing time for users. (3) Veriﬁability. The
query result returned from the cloud server should be veriﬁable
to guarantee its correctness and completeness.
One plausible approach is to use Order Preserving Encryption (OPE) [7] to encrypt the index structure (e.g., R-tree) in
order to support multi-dimensional range query [8]. However,
the order and distribution information of data records will be
revealed due to the weak security notion of OPE [9]. Another
approach is to employ searchable symmetric encryption (SSE)
[5] that is designed for keyword search. Existing schemes
[10], [11] extended SSE to support one-dimensional queries
by transforming data records and queries into SSE codes and
using the codes to enable query processing. An intuitive way
of applying such schemes is to search for each dimension
separately and return the intersection of the results in each
dimension. As a result, it not only incurs signiﬁcant delays
but fails to ensure strong protection of multi-dimensional
range queries. Speciﬁcally, each dimension is searched independently, and it might end up with revealing more matched
records than desired [12]. Furthermore, most of the previous
schemes assumed that the cloud server is semi-honest and
follows the given rules [13], [8]. Unfortunately, it is not always
true in practice since the server could be compromised and
then behave maliciously. For example, the server may execute
a fraction of the query operation to save its computation cost,
or manipulate the query results deliberately. Therefore, it is
necessary to enable veriﬁability in multi-dimensional range
queries. In this paper, we consider the case that the cloud
server could be malicious. We aim to design a framework
for multi-dimensional range queries that provides privacy,
efﬁciency, and veriﬁability simultaneously.

Abstract—Data outsourcing to cloud has been a common IT
practice nowadays due to its signiﬁcant beneﬁts. Meanwhile,
security and privacy concerns are critical obstacles to hinder
the further adoption of cloud. Although data encryption can
mitigate the problem, it reduces the functionality of query
processing, e.g., disabling SQL queries. Several schemes have
been proposed to enable one-dimensional query on encrypted
data, but multi-dimensional range query has not been well
addressed. In this paper, we propose a secure and scalable
scheme that can support multi-dimensional range queries over
encrypted data. The proposed scheme has three salient features:
(1) Privacy: the server cannot learn the contents of queries and
data records during query processing. (2) Efﬁciency: we utilize
hierarchical cubes to encode multi-dimensional data records and
construct a secure tree index on top of such encoding to achieve
sublinear query time. (3) Veriﬁability: our scheme allows users
to verify the correctness and completeness of the query results to
address server’s malicious behaviors. We perform formal security
analysis and comprehensive experimental evaluations. The results
on real datasets demonstrate that our scheme achieves practical
performance while guaranteeing data privacy and result integrity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation and Background
With the fast development of cloud services, many data
owners outsource their data to the cloud server to save the
cost, while the cloud server supports query processing for data
users. However, data security is rather important. Once the
cloud server leaks or tampers the data, it will face serious
privacy violations and other legal issues. For example, many
datasets contain sensitive data, such as the electronic medical
records (EMR) with age, location, gender, and address [1].
Although data encryption can alleviate the security and
privacy concerns, it reduces the query functionality, e.g.,
supporting SQL queries on encrypted data. Some schemes
are proposed to support queries on encrypted data [2],
[3], [4], which aim to enable the cloud server to search
only over encrypted data and return encrypted results.
Despite promising, most of current schemes focus on
limited functionality, such as keyword search [5] and single
dimensional range query [6]. Complex query functionality
like multi-dimensional range query is rarely investigated. For
example in an EMR dataset, a SQL query select * from
users where 33 ≤longitude ≤ 35 and 20 ≤
latitude ≤ 22 and 25 ≤ age ≤ 45 ﬁnds users
whose ages are in a range and locations are in a range.
In this paper, we focus on the multi-dimensional range
queries, which are fairly common in database. There are three
challenges to design a method to protect the data security in
outsourced database. (1) Privacy. The method should protect
the conﬁdentiality of data records and queries. (2) Efﬁciency.
The method should achieve as efﬁcient as sublinear or even
2375-026X/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/ICDE.2019.00062

B. Contribution
We propose an effective and efﬁcient way to achieve veriﬁable multi-dimensional range query on encrypted data in the
cloud server. To achieve multi-dimensional range query, we
develop a hierarchical cube based encoding method to preprocess the dataset and query range respectively. During this
process, we map the d-dimensional data to a d-dimensional
space, and divide the space into hierarchical d-dimensional
cubes. Accordingly, we can transform the data records and
query ranges into a number of cube codes to be used in
query processing. After pre-processing of the dataset at the
user client, an encrypted index based on tree structure is built
to achieve the sub-linear query time complexity. Each node of
the tree index uses a Bloom ﬁlter to store the encrypted data,
and the data records are split randomly and evenly into its
child nodes. The structure of index just depends on the number
of data records which will protect the information like the
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Our method can be extended to support arbitrary idimensional range query (i ≤ d) as discussed in Section IV-E.
Then we formulate our query and veriﬁcation scheme in
Deﬁnition 3. The scheme contains ﬁve important components.
The Setup algorithm generates keys for data owners. The
Index algorithm builds the encrypted tree index for the data
owners. The Trapdoor algorithm generates tokens for data
users to perform range query. The Search algorithm allows
cloud servers to search encrypted data by using the tree index
and the tokens. The Veriﬁcation algorithm that veriﬁes the
correctness and completeness of query results.

data distribution. To verify the correctness and completeness
of results, we design a veriﬁcation mechanism for our scheme.
Instead of introducing a new data structure, we leverage the
tree index used for range query to realize the veriﬁcation at the
same time. The proof information generated by the server links
to the search path for each query request. Hence, the user can
reproduce the query process with the proof information and
verify the correctness for each step of searching on the tree
nodes. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a secure, veriﬁable, and efﬁcient framework,
ServeDB, to support encrypted multi-dimensional range query
on outsourced database. This is the ﬁrst method to achieve
privacy, efﬁciency and veriﬁability simultaneously.
(2) We use hierarchical cubes to encode the data and build a
tree-structure index on top of the data encoded by cubes to
support efﬁcient query processing.
(3) We add veriﬁcation information in the tree structure
and develop effective methods to verify the correctness and
completeness of results without introducing new structure.
(4) We formally analyze the security properties of our scheme,
including the guarantees on the conﬁdentiality of data and
queries, and the correctness and completeness of query results.
(5) Experimental results on real-world datasets show the
efﬁciency and scalability of our scheme.

Deﬁnition 3. (V ERIFIABLE M ULTI -D IMENSIONAL R ANGE
Q UERY ). Our veriﬁable multi-dimensional range query
scheme is a tuple of ﬁve polynomial time algorithms:
Setup(1λ )→ (SK, HK, Rand, sk) : is a probabilistic key
generation algorithm that is run by the data owner to generate
different keys required in range query. It takes a security
parameter λ as input, and outputs a secret key SK to encrypt
the dataset, a set of hash keys HK = {k 1 , k 2 , ..., k r } and
random numbers Rand = {Rand1 , ..., Rand2n−1 } used to
generate the secure index, and a secret key sk used to generate
proof information π.
Index(D, HK, sk)→ (Γ) : is a probabilistic algorithm run
by the data owner to build a secure tree structure to index
data records and support veriﬁcation. It takes dataset D, keys
HK and sk as input and outputs the tree index Γ.
Trapdoor(SK, HK, Q) → (M (Q)) : is a deterministic
algorithm run by the data user to generate trapdoor matrix
M (Q) for a given queried range Q, which is used as tokens
to perform range query. It takes a secret key SK, hash key
set HK, and a range lsefamily Q as input, and outputs a
trapdoor matrix M (Q).
Search(Γ, E, M (Q))→ (R, π) : is a deterministic algorithm run by the cloud server to search on the ciphertext set
E through the encrypted index Γ. It takes the encrypted tree
index Γ, ciphertext set E = {E 1 , ..., En }, and the trapdoor
matrix M (Q) as input, and outputs the search result set R
and veriﬁcation proof π.
Veriﬁcation(Q, R, π, sk) → (accept/reject) : is a deterministic algorithm run by the data user to verify the
correctness and completeness of results. Given a query Q,
result set R, proof π, and sk, the user veriﬁes the result and
outputs either accept or reject.

II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Problem Deﬁnition
System model. Our scheme involves three kinds of entities: a
data owner, a cloud server, and data users.
(1) Data Owner. The data owner owns a dataset with n
data records: D = {D1 , ..., Dn }. Before uploading the dataset
to the cloud server, the data owner encrypts each record Di
into Ei and builds a secure index Γ to preserve the data
privacy. The data owner submits the encrypted data E and
the corresponding index Γ to the cloud server.
(2) Data User. Data users are trusted and authorized to have
the secret keys of the data owner. The data user posts a query
range Q, encrypts the query, and sends the query request to
the cloud server. After receiving the search results, the data
user veriﬁes the correctness and completeness of the results.
(3) Cloud Server. The cloud server stores the encrypted
data and index from the data owner, and processes multidimensional range queries for data users. In this paper, we
assume that the server will not only be interested in the
contents of data records and queries, but also be able to
compromise the integrity of the query results.
Now we present the deﬁnitions of the data model and the
query model in our scheme respectively.

A veriﬁable multi-dimensional range query scheme should
ensure correctness and completeness of query results.
Deﬁnition 4 (Correctness). Given a query Q, the cloud server
returns the result set R = {R1 , R2 , ...Rr }. If for each result
Ri (i <= r), the decrypted data Di of Ri falls in the range
Q, then the result set R is correct.

Deﬁnition 1 (Data Model). A dataset D is modeled as
a relational table with d attributes {a1 , a2 , . . . , ad } and n
records {D1 , ..., Dn }. We assume that each attribute aj for
the data record Di has a numerical value.

Deﬁnition 5 (Completeness). Given a query Q, the cloud
server returns the result set R = {R1 , R2 , ...Rr }. If each
record Di ∈ D such that Di is in Q, the encrypted data
Ri must in R, then R is complete.

Deﬁnition 2 (Query Model). A query Q is deﬁned as Q =
{[a1 .low, a1 .up], [a2 .low, a2 .up], ..., [ad .low, ad .up]}, which
has the same d attributes with the data records. ai .low and
ai .up represent the lower bound and upper bound of the search
range for the attribute ai .

We aim to design a multi-dimensional range query scheme
that can protect data conﬁdentiality, query conﬁdentiality,
and search result conﬁdentiality. Similar to existing SSE
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schemes [10], [11], [14], we do not focus on defending against
the side channel attacks, which are extensively addressed [15],
[16]. For instance, attacks to search and access patterns can
be prevented by obfuscation [15], [16].
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Encrypted Range Query. Privacy-preserving range queries
have advanced rapidly in recent years. Theoretically, it could
be solved with generic yet sophisticated cryptographic tools
such as ORAM [3] and garbled circuit [4]. However, these
tools incurred prohibited query delays in large databases.
One possible approach to improving the efﬁciency is to
apply Order-preserving Encryption (OPE), e.g., CryptDB [7].
However, generated ciphertext preserves the ordering of the
plaintext, which is vulnerable to inference attacks [8]. Efﬁcient
structures [8], [13], [17], [10] are developed for range query
over encrypted data. However, they do not have conﬁdentiality guarantee when they are applied in multi-dimensional
range query. Multi-dimensional tree structures, such as kdtrees [18] and R-trees [19], are used to achieve sub-linear
multidimensional range searches. However, these approaches
reveal single-dimensional privacy or/and data distributions on
the trees. To address these issues, extra hardware is leveraged [20]. Moreover, these schemes do not have veriﬁability
for range query. Our scheme enables privacy-preserving range
query with ensured security and veriﬁability.



$

Fig. 1: Overview of ServeDB.
III. S CHEME OVERVIEW
The goal of our scheme is to answer privacy-preserving
multi-dimensional range query with veriﬁability of query
results. We leverage an index tree structure to perform range
query, where each leaf node is indicated by an encoded cube
that is mapped from different dimensions data (or ranges).
Range query on the tree structure ensures the query accuracy,
while each encoded node preserves the privacy of queried data.
Meanwhile, we design a veriﬁcation mechanism that leverages
the tree index to verify the correctness and completeness of
query results. The main procedure is shown in Figure 1. Note
that, our scheme can be applied to query datasets with both
numeric and non-numeric data. In particular, it can directly
process data with non-numeric values and encode the data
into different cube codes without data pre-processing. For
simplicity, we do not focus on addressing query over nonnumeric data in this paper.
Data Encryption. To preserve data security, the data owner
encrypts the data and stores the encrypted data in the cloud
server. When the data user gets the result from the cloud server,
the data user uses its private key set to decrypt the data. Any
semantic security encryption algorithm can be used here and
we use Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in this paper.
Hierarchical Cube Based Encoding. In order to query all
data with different dimensions, we transform the data ranges
into discrete cube codes so that we can compare data records
and query range by comparing the cube codes. In particular, we
map data with different dimensions into one dimension, which
enables efﬁcient range query by performing query operations
once. Formally, for each record Di , a set of codes Ci is
generated. Given a range query Q, a set of codes CQ is
generated. If Ci ∩ CQ = φ, Di ∈ Q matches the query. Note
that it is non-trivial to decide an appropriate cube width. If
the width of the cubes is too large, it achieves good efﬁciency
because it is fast to check whether the query cube set and
data cube set overlap; but it involves false positives (see
Section IV-A). On the other hand, if the cube width is too
small, the code set CQ for the query Q contains a large number
of cube codes, leading to low performance. To address this
issue, we propose a hierarchical cube based encoding method
and Section IV-A presents the details.
Secure, Veriﬁable, and Efﬁcient Tree. Although there exist
a variety of indexes to check Ci ∩ CQ = φ (e.g., inverted lists,
B+ tree, and kd-tree), they do not consider security and privacy
requirements. Hence, we build a dedicated index denoted as
SVETree to guarantee the security and enable veriﬁability
while achieving high efﬁciency. SVETree is a balanced binary
tree structure to index cube codes by the data owner. The root
node contains the cube codes of all the data records and each

Encrypted Keyword Query. Traditional SSE [12], [21], [22]
has been extended to enable privacy-preserving range query.
It allows controlled leakage during the query, aka the access
patterns of each query, as well as the search patterns. Two
recent designs [10], [11] formalized range query in the context
of SSE. Demertzis et al. [11] implemented multi-keyword
search using range covering techniques built upon SSE. However, these approaches only focus on one-dimensional range
query and do not enable query result veriﬁcation. Our scheme
is designed to achieve multi-dimensional range query with
efﬁcient performance and veriﬁability of the results.
Veriﬁcation. Merkle trees [23] and accumulation trees [24]
were extensively studied. For instance, Zhang et al. [25]
employed the bilinear accumulator primitive and utilized the
accumulation tree to achieve the veriﬁable process. However,
these schemes required exponential query complexities to
enable possible combination of dimensions in search veriﬁcation. Papadopoulos et al. [26] proposed the ﬁrst scheme that
achieved linear veriﬁcation with the numbers of dimensions.
Data owners built a novel authenticated structure over every
database attribute separately and bound all structures using an
existing set membership structure. Our scheme is independent
of the number of dimensions, which has high efﬁciency
and can protect the security for each dimension. Signature
aggregation and chaining [27] was also used to verify the
integrity of search results. However, these schemes required
cloud providers to reply the customers about the boundary
data items of the queries, which leaked sensitive information.
ServeDB enables veriﬁcation that directly leverages our query
index SVETree. It achieves sub-linear veriﬁcation performance
while ensuring efﬁcient multi-dimensional range query.
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Fig. 2: A Running Example of ServeDB.
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follows the given rules and the search results will be complete.
Note that, one could directly utilize the existing replay-proof
mechanism in SSE [5]. We do not discuss the proof replay
attacks in this paper.
Let us take an example shown in Figure 2. As shown in
Figure 2(a), the original dataset includes ten 2-dimensional
records {D1 , D2 , ..., D10 } and a 2-dimensional query Q. We
use the cube encoding method to transform each data in the
dataset into hierarchical cubes including 1-level cubes, 2-level
cubes and 3-level cubes (see Figure 2(b)), and then map
data records and the queried range into the encoded space
and the corresponding cube sets. We construct an SVETree
structure according to the cube sets, and then perform and
verify the data query according to the SVETree. As shown
in Figure 2(b), data D1 is mapped into cube g1 , g2 , and g3
and encoded into C1 ={c1 , c2 , c3 }, and range Q is mapped
and encoded into CQ ={ca , cb , ..., cf }. We can construct an
SVETree structure according to the cube sets (see Figure 2(c)),
which is a balanced binary tree structure. We can perform and
verify data query according to the built SVETree. Note that,
our scheme can be implemented as part of an actual database
such as a SQL database. We can store the encrypted data as
a table and design the tree structure as an index (similar to
R-tree) so that the query and veriﬁcation mechanism can be
performed by searching the data in the table. Also, in order to
enable query veriﬁcation, ServeDB incurs the extra overhead
to deliver veriﬁcation information.

leaf node contains the cube of a single record with a pointer to
the encrypted record. Each internal node contains the cubes of
records in its leaf nodes. At each node, veriﬁcation information
is also added to enable veriﬁability. In brief, SVETree has the
following salient features.
(1) Privacy preservation: SVETree protects the data conﬁdentiality. Each node in SVETree is constructed via HMAC as
the pseudo-random function. It is computationally indistinguishable for any two nodes of SVETree. The cube codes
for each data record is hashed by r times, and each hash
value is mapped into a Bloom ﬁlter to disrupt the correlation
between data records. Besides, when constructing SVETree,
the whole dataset is split into the tree nodes randomly and
evenly from the root node. Section V presents the security
analysis of SVETree.
(2) High Efﬁciency: The index is a balanced binary tree
which achieves sub-linear query complexity. Given a query
Q, SVETree is searched from the root to leaves and the time
complexity is the height of the tree, i.e., log(|D|) . Therefore,
SVETree is scalable for large datasets.
(3) Veriﬁability: Our veriﬁcation information Ver(v) is added
to the tree node v when constructing the index. During query
processing, the cloud server will generate proof information
π which is related to the search path and allows data users
to verify the query results using the proof π according to
SVETree. If the cloud server follows the given search rules,
the results can be proved to be correct and complete.

IV. SVET REE
We ﬁrst propose a hierarchical cube encoding method that
transforms the data into cubes in Section IV-A. We then
present the SVETree to index data records in Section IV-B.
Next we discuss how to utilize SVETree to answer multidimensional queries and generate corresponding proof information π in Section IV-C. Then the veriﬁcation process is
discussed in Section IV-D. Finally we discuss the extensions
of our method in Section IV-E.

Veriﬁcation. ServeDB ensures the completeness and correctness of query results by verifying each query process, instead
of directly verifying the query results. A veriﬁcation process
veriﬁes result correctness and completeness that are deﬁned in
Deﬁnition 4 and 5. As for result correctness, we use the idea
of Merkle tree to insert hash value in each tree nodes of our
SVETree. If the result is correct, the hash value of them can
generate the root’s hash value correctly from bottom to up. To
achieve result completeness, the idea is to reproduce the query
process at the data user side using the proof information. For
each query request, it corresponds to a set of search paths. If
each step can be reproduced on these paths, the cloud server

A. Hierarchical Cube Encoding
To transform the numeric value of the data records and
query range into cube codes, we need to provide an encoding
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query efﬁciency will be low. Data users can easily remove the
false positives by simply removing the data records that are
not in the query range. Actually, we ﬁnd that false positives
incurred by SVETree are similar to or lower than the existing
methods (see Section VI).

rule between the data owner and the data user. To this end,
we ﬁrst deﬁne a uniform cube coding system (CCS) and then
use CCS to encode both the data and query in SVETree.
Uniform Cube Coding System. The data owner ﬁrst determines the value range in each dimension based on the minimal
value and maximal value, and get a d-dimensional multicube where each dimension represents the corresponding value
range. It takes the cube as the root. Then it divides the cube
into 2d equal-size sub-cubes, takes them as children of root,
and gets the ﬁrst-level sub-cubes. For each i-level sub-cube,
it recursively divides the cube into 2d sub-sub-cubes as his
children and gets the i + 1 level cubes. Iteratively it can build
the k-level hierarchical cubs until the side length is smaller
than a given threshold. For example, let us follow the example
of the hierarchical cube structure shown in Figure 2(c), where
the data is 2-dimensional. We map the values of the attributes
into the x- and y-axis in the 2-dimensional space, respectively,
where the values in x- and y-axis are [-180,180]. Similarly, we
can further divide each computed cube into four sub-cubes.
The next step encodes each cube in different levels and
ensures the uniqueness of a code. Suppose the central point of
a cube gi is (gi .x, gi .y). We ﬁrst concatenate gi .x, gi .y and
the level of the cube Li . Then we compute its hash code using
a one-way hash function with a secret key K. The ﬁnal cube
code of gi is: ci = HMAC(K, (gi .x+gi .y+Li )). Based on this
idea, we can transform each cube to a unique code and build
a cube coding system (CCS). The data owner and data user
utilize the same CCS to generate the cube set for the data and
query respectively.
Code Generation for Data Owner. Given a data record, it
should belong to k cubes (from the ﬁrst level cube to the k-th
level), where k is the number of levels in the cube hierarchy.
Therefore, each data record Di corresponds to k codes Ci ={c1 ,
c2 , ..., ck }. For example, in Figure 2, D1 , D2 , ...,D10 are data
records. The x- and y-value represent the two attributes of the
data records. For data record D1 , we can easily ﬁnd that g 1 ,
g 2 and g 3 cover this point, then we can generate its code set
C1 which contains the codes of these cubes.
Code Generation for Data User. The aim of the data user
is generating a series cubes codes that can entirely cover
the given range. We generate the code set of a query Q by
accessing the CCS hierarchy in an up-down manner. From the
root, we ﬁnd the cubes that overlap with the query range. If
the cube is fully covered by the range, we add its code as a
code of the query; otherwise, we access its children and repeat
the above steps. If the cube is in a leaf node, we add its code
into the code set of the query. In Figure 2, the query range Q
is encoded into CQ ={ca , cb , ...,cf }.
CQ is generated in an up-down manner which contains the
fewest token covers the given range Q. The reason why we
use the cube hierarchical is that it can reduce the code size
of the query. For example, if an i-th level cube is covered by
the range, we can skip its children cubes in the i + 1 level,
thus the query process will be more efﬁcient. For a query
range, we may introduce some cubes not fully covered by the
query, but this method may incur false positives. Obviously,
if the cube is too large, it will involve more false positives.
Otherwise, it will generate many codes for a query and the

B. SVETree Construction
Based on cube codes of data records, we construct SVETree,
which includes three steps: Build Tree, Encode Tree and Add
Veriﬁcation Information. The ﬁrst step generates a balanced
binary tree structure to index the codes. The second step
encodes the tree node to make the index privacy preserving.
The third step adds the veriﬁcation information Ver(v) in each
node v to enable veriﬁcation.
Building Tree. We ﬁrst construct the root, which contains
the codes of all the records D={D1 , D2 , ..., Dn }. Then we
partition the set D into two subsets Dl and Dr randomly
and evenly, and take them as the two children of the root.
We recursively apply the above step until each leaf node
contains only one data record and the leaf nodes also index
the corresponding encrypted data records. Figure 3(a) shows
the detailed information of the tree structure Γ in Figure 2(b).
Encode Tree. Note for each node we will not keep the codes
and instead we use the Bloom ﬁlter which not only reduces the
index size but also enables fast query processing. For a tree
node v with a set of records D(v) generated from the ﬁrst step,
we use a Bloom ﬁlter denoted as BL(v) to store each code
for Di in its corresponding cube set Ci (where Di ∈ D(v)).
We use r hash functions for each code c with r hash keys
HK={key1 , ..., keyr }. Note that, if a cube shared by two
cube sets of two different nodes v1 and v2 , for all locations
computed by the hash value of the cube, Bloom ﬁlters will set
the value as 1. To make the hash values unique and eliminate
the correlation among different tree nodes, we introduce a
random number randv for each node v as a hash key to re-hash
the r hash values: HMAC(randv , HMAC(keyi , c)). We utilize
randv to eliminate the correlations among different tree nodes
to protect data privacy. If we use the same hash key to compute
the hash code on each tree node when building the index of the
cube code, it will be easy to ﬁnd the relation between nodes
by an attacker. For example, the cube ci is allocated into a
left child, there must be the same hash value between the left
child with the parent node. We store randv in each node, and
then insert every hash values on BL(v). Given a query Q, we
can use the Bloom ﬁlter to check whether each node contains
codes falling in the range (see Section IV-C). The Bloom ﬁlter
can reduce the space cost and increase randomness. Figure
3(b) shows the procedure of the tree node encoding. Node
V2 includes {D1 , D4 , D6 , D8 , D9 }, and each data in V2 is
mapped to three cube codes. Therefore, we can obtain the
cube set corresponding to V2 , i.e., C(V2 ) = {c1 , · · · , c15 }.
Each element ci will be encrypted 2*k times by using k hash
keys and a random number randv2 so that we can obtain k
encrypted values. These encrypted values will be mapped into
the Bloom ﬁlter BL(V 2) for range query.
Adding Veriﬁcation Information. Veriﬁcation process has
two aspects according to Deﬁnition 4 and Deﬁnition 5. As
for data correctness, we follow the idea of Merkle tree to
insert the data hash in each tree nodes. To achieve result
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to check whether the cube set CQ has the common element
with the codes in node v through mapping each element in
trapdoor on the Bloom ﬁlter of the tree node. Since we have
added different random number randv for each node, the
cloud server should ﬁrst hash each element in Ti using randv
for node v, and then map the ﬁnal hash value to BL(v). If
there exists a trapdoor set Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ |CQ |) in matrix M (Q)
that for every j (0 ≤ j ≤ r), the corresponding positions of
the hash values on the Bloom ﬁlter are all 1, then CQ ∩ C(v)
= ∅. It means the trapdoor Ti matches the Bloom ﬁlter of
node v, and there are some data records with the common
code with the query range in this subtree. Therefore, we can
continue our search on this branch and visit its children. On
the other hand, for Ti , if there exists an element that the
corresponding position on the Bloom ﬁlter is 0, then Ti ∩
C(v)=∅. For the descendent node v  of v, we have Ti ∩
C(v  )=∅. Thus, the trapdoor Ti is an un-matched trapdoor and
we remove the trapdoor Ti from the trapdoor matrix M (Q)
when we continue to search the descendant nodes of v. The
searching process terminates if (1) M (Q) becomes empty or
(2) we ﬁnish searching the leaf node. As shown in Figure 3,
the cube of C(Q) is encoded into M (Q), and the tokens will
be matched by the corresponding Bloom ﬁlters, e.g., the token
of D4 matches V2 and the query process will continue in V2 ’s
child nodes V5 and V6 until we ﬁnd the ﬁnal result in V 17 .
Generating Proof π. As introduced before, if a trapdoor
Ti , which is an unmatched trapdoor of node v, will be
removed from M (Q), there is no data record in the cube
gi in the corresponding sub-tree. In particular, if the cloud
server removes a matched trapdoor maliciously, the search
results will be incomplete. To address this issue, we design
a veriﬁcation mechanism to track the searching processes of
each trapdoor. If a trapdoor Ti does not match a tree node v,
the proof information in node v should be returned to verify
this removal operation. Note that, if the trapdoor Ti matches
a leaf node v, the proof information in node v should also
be returned to verify whether the data record indexed by v is
a correct result. To sum up, there are two conditions of tree
nodes should be returned:
Condition 1: The matched leaf nodes that satisfy the query
range. All the query answers are included in these nodes.
Condition 2: The unmatched tree nodes that do not satisfy the
query range. If a tree node is unmatched, the sub-tree nodes
will be ignored directly.
The tree nodes that satisfy the above conditions are deﬁned
as the key nodes. Figure 3 gives an example of generating
key node set K(Q) for query Q. For each tree node v, the
ids of the unmatched trapdoors form the unmatched trapdoor
set U M T (v), and the ids of the matched trapdoors form a
matched trapdoor set M T (v).
For example, considering the query range Q in Figure 2, the
trapdoor matrix M (Q)={Ta , Tb , ..., Tf } and the data records
D4 , D5 are in this range. D4 satisﬁes Ta and D5 satisﬁes
Tb . We ﬁrst check M (Q) with root v0 . The trapdoor T a and
T b match the Bloom ﬁlter BL(v0 ), and the rest trapdoors are
removed from M (Q). The ids of the unmatched trapdoors
compose U M T (v0 )={c, d, e, f }. Then the new trapdoor matrix M (Q) = {a, b} continues searching on child node v1

completeness, the idea is to reproduce the query process on
each data user side using the proof information related to the
query request. The cloud server needs to return part of the tree
node information which will be introduced in Section IV-C
(i.e. bloom ﬁlter segments). To guarantee the information in
bloom ﬁlter, we introduce the hash signature for each bloom
ﬁlter. The veriﬁcation information Ver(v) for each tree node
v includes: hash label of the node (HL(v)) and HMAC
value of the Bloom ﬁlter (HB(v)). Figure 3(c) illustrates the
veriﬁcation information.
(1) Hash label of node (HL(v)): Similar to the idea of Merkle
tree [23], for leaf node vl that indexes an encrypted data
Ei =Enc(Di ), we calculate a hash value on Ei as the hash
label of node vl , HL(vl ) = hash(Ei ). For a non-leaf node
vn , we ﬁrst concatenate the hash label of its children’s, and
then calculate HL(vn )=hash(HL(vn .lef t) + HL(vn .lef t)).
From bottom to up, we generate the hash label HL(vroot ) for
the root, and the root’s hash label is shared with data users.
(2) HMAC value of Bloom ﬁlter (HB(v)): To reproduce the
query process on data user, only several bits on bloom ﬁlter
should be used. Therefore, to reduce the communication cost,
we segment BL(v) and add the HMAC value of each segment
as the veriﬁcation information (See Section IV-E).
We use a running example to show how to construct a
SVETree. As shown in Figure 3(a), we take ten data records as
an example. We ﬁrst construct a balanced binary tree structure
with ten records as input. Each leaf node contains one record
and each non-leaf node contains the dataset which is the union
of its children’s. The distribution of each record is randomly
and unordered. Then we encode each node in Figure 3(b).
Here we take v2 as an example. v2 contains ﬁve records
{D1 , D4 , D6 , D8 , D9 }, and each of them has three cube codes.
We use a random number randv2 and r hash keys to calculate
r hash values on each cube and map these values to a Bloom
ﬁlter BL(v2 ). Then we generate the veriﬁcation information
V er(v2 ) for it: hash label of v2 (HL(v2 )) and HMAC value
of Bloom ﬁlter (HB(v2 )). Then we only store the Bloom ﬁlter
BL(v2 ), random number randv2 and veriﬁcation V er(v2 ) in
each node and delete other information to protect privacy.
C. Query Processing
We introduce a fast query processing method based on
SVETree, and discuss how to generate the proof π which will
be used in the veriﬁcation step.
Fast Query Processing. We perform query by looking up the
codes in Bloom ﬁlters of the nodes in the tree. When a data
user posts a query request, the user needs to ﬁrst encode the
search range Q into CQ using CCS (see Section IV-A). Then,
the query process obtains desired data records by searching
the data records having the common cube code with CQ .
Because the data owner hashes each cube code r times when
constructing the Bloom ﬁlter, the data user should use the same
functions to hash CQ . For each cube gj in CQ , we calculate r
hash values and deﬁne the trapdoor set T j with r hash values.
Then the cube set CQ is transformed into a matrix M (Q) with
|CQ | trapdoor sets where each trapdoor set has r hash values.
After receiving a trapdoor matrix M (Q) from the data user,
the cloud server uses M (Q) to search over SVETree from
the root in a top-to-bottom manner. For each node v, we aim
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Fig. 3: SVETree Index and Query Processing.

and v2 . Similarly, we get U M T (v1 )={a} and U M T (v2 )={b}
since D5 in the sub-tree of v1 and D4 in the sub-tree of v2 . We
continue the query process on each branch with a new trapdoor
matrix until M (Q) is empty or it obtains the leaf node. We
can easily ﬁnd that U M T (v10 )={b}, U M T (v18 )={a} and v0 ,
v1 , v2 , v10 , v18 are key nodes for the second condition. The
leaf nodes v9 and v17 are key nodes for the ﬁrst condition
and M T (v9 )={b}, M T (v17 )={a}. The key nodes and their
U M T (v) and M T (v) are given in Figure 4.
Now we discuss the proof information π for each key node.
There are four kinds of proof information that should be
returned to enable veriﬁcation:
(1) Hash label for each key node v: The data user should use
hashed label HL(v) for key nodes to generate the hash value
of the root’s label from bottom-up verify the set membership
for each key node.
(2) The Bloom ﬁlter for each key node: The data user should
re-map the trapdoor to the Bloom ﬁlter to verify the query
processing on the cloud server during veriﬁcation process.
Therefore, the cloud server should return the Bloom ﬁlter of
each key node BL(v) and its HMAC value HB(v) to the data
user. If the Bloom ﬁlter of each node is too large, we will
segment the Bloom ﬁlter values, which will be introduced in
Section IV-E.
(3) Unmatched trapdoor set U M T (v) and matched trapdoor
set M T (v). To re-map the trapdoor, the cloud server needs
to return the ids of the trapdoor to the data user. Therefore,
for the key nodes holding the ﬁrst condition, the cloud server
returns the matched trapdoor set M T (v) and the unmatched
trapdoor set U M T (v) if they are not empty. For key nodes
of the second case, the cloud server returns the unmatched
trapdoor set.
(4) The random number randv . We introduce a random
number randv to eliminate the correlation among different
tree nodes during SVETree construction. randv is generated
by data owner and stored in each node of the tree index. Each
trapdoor should be re-hashed using randv before mapping to
the Bloom ﬁlter. If the data user needs to remap trapdoors
during veriﬁcation, the cloud server should return the random
number for each key node.

.'
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the given range. For this aspect, data user can easily decrypt
the result set and check each data with range Q in plaintext.
If the results are outside the query range, the data user can
delete them. On the other hand, the veriﬁcation mechanism
also needs to check the set membership for query results and
key nodes to determine whether they are published by the
data owner rather than making up by the cloud server. For
this aspect, we use the hash label HL(v) for each key node to
generate a hash value hroot of root from bottom to up. Similar
to Merkle Tree [23], if hroot equals to hash label of the root
HL(root), we can verify the results are members of the data
set and the key nodes are members of the SVETree nodes.
Verifying Completeness. According to Deﬁnition 5, the basic
idea is that if the data user can use the query results R and
proof information π to reproduce a correct query process, the
query results are complete and accepted; otherwise the query
results are incomplete and rejected.
We ﬁrst introduce the principle of our veriﬁcation idea. In
query processing, through observing each query path of the
tree from root to a leaf node, we can ﬁnd that the complete
trapdoor matrix M (Q) is ﬁrst checked with the root and the
query process terminates until all the trapdoors are removed
from M (Q) or a trapdoor matches a leaf node. Thus if we use
the unmatched trapdoors U M T and matched trapdoors M T
for leaf nodes to reproduce the query process from bottom to
up in each path, we obtain the original trapdoor matrix M (Q).
As shown in Figure 4, we show the U M T (v) for each
node and the M T (v) for leaf nodes for the query example
in Section IV-C. We use the path P4 as an example, during
query process from v0 to v9 , the unmatched trapdoor Tc , Td ,
Te , Tf are deleted from root v0 , and then Ta is deleted in node
v1 , and Tb matches the leaf node v9 . The union of these sets:
U M T (v0 ), U M T (v1 ) and M T (v6 ) can generate the original
trapdoor matrix M (Q). We have deﬁned nodes v0 , v1 and v6
are key nodes in Section IV-C. Thus for each search path Pi
of the tree, the union of the U M T (vj ) for each key node
vj in path Pi and M T (vl ) for leaf nodes must obtain the
complete trapdoor matrix M (Q). Otherwise, we can determine
that the query process is incorrect and the cloud server may
delete the trapdoor deliberately in this path which may lead
the incompleteness of the results.
We summarize the three steps of verifying completeness:
Step - 1: Verifying the correctness of Bloom ﬁlter for each
key node. Before remapping the trapdoor to each Bloom ﬁlter
segment, we should make sure the Bloom ﬁlter is correct and
not be tampered in some bits. We use the HMAC value to
verify it. Since HMAC is a one-way function, the cloud server

D. Veriﬁcation
The cloud server returns the encrypted results and the proof
π to the data user. The data user uses proof π to verify the
correctness and completeness of the results.
Verifying Correctness. According to Deﬁnition 4, two aspects should be considered. On the one hand, the veriﬁcation
mechanism needs to check whether the query results fall into
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Supporting Arbitrary i-dimensional Query. We can extend
our methods to support arbitrary i-dimensional range query
(i ≤ d). We provide several solutions and users can select one
of them based on their preferences.
(1) Multiple SVETree Tree. Given a query Qi , let πi denote
the set of attributes in Qi . For each distinct πi in the query
workload, we build an SVETree tree. Then given a query
Qi , we use the corresponding SVETree tree to answer the
query. This method consumes large space overhead in the
cloud server. (2) Query Extension. Given a query Qi with
i attributes, we can use SVETree with d attributes to answer
the query. We add the other (d − i) dimensions into the query
range to form an extended query and use this query to search
the results. Note the data user can know the CCS and thus
can add other dimensions into the query. This method may
incur larger communication overhead and longer search delay.
(3) Hybrid Method. We select some queries to build multiple
SVETree trees such that we can trade off between the storage
overhead and search delay. Then given an online query, we can
construct an SVETree tree such that (i) its nodes contain the
attributes in the query and (ii) it has the smallest number of
nodes among all the trees satisfying (i). Note that, in order to
enable privacy-preserving i-dimensional queries, the incurred
overhead is inevitable.












 








 

Fig. 4: Veriﬁcation Tree for UMT(v) and MT(v)
could not tamper both of the Bloom ﬁlter and the HMAC
value, and data user will easily ﬁnd the mismatching for them.
If the information of Bloom ﬁlter is correct, the data user
can continue the veriﬁcation process. Otherwise data user will
reject the results.
Step - 2: Re-mapping the trapdoors for each key node v
to verify the correctness of U M T (v) set and M T (v) set. For
each key node, using random number randv , the data user can
hash the corresponding trapdoors on the Bloom ﬁlter segments
to check whether the unmatched trapdoor set U M T (v) and
the matched-trapdoor set M T (v) are correct. If U M T (v) sets
and M T (v) sets are correct, the data user can continue the
veriﬁcation process. Otherwise data user will reject the results.
Step - 3: Verifying the query process in each search path.
For each search path Pi , we union the U M T (vj ) of each key
node vj and the M T (vl ) of leaf node vl (if vl is a leaf node). If
the union set U (Pi ) contains all trapdoor’s id for the original
trapdoor matrix, the query process in this path is correct. Only
if every path is correct, we can determine our query result is
complete. Note that, we can verify each path in parallel to
reduce the veriﬁcation delay.

F. Updating SVETree
Our SVETree can efﬁciently support the updates of data,
including record insertion and deletion. (Modiﬁcation can be
supported by ﬁrst deletion and then insertion.) To protect the
privacy, update is allowed only for data owner. The cloud
server just needs to change the modiﬁed part of SVETree.
Insertion. When inserting a new record Din , the data owner
ﬁrst computes its code and insert the code into SVETree. It
ensures the tree balanced after a node is inserted. If there is
an empty node (due to deletion), the data owner can insert
Din in this empty node. The cube set Cin for Din should
be added into Bloom ﬁlter along the path from the root to the
corresponding leaf node. Besides, the veriﬁcation (i.e., HL(v),
HB(v)) for these nodes should also be updated.
Deletion. Suppose the data owner deletes a record Ddel . For
the corresponding leaf node that indexes Ddel , we clear the
Bloom ﬁlter and update HL(v)del = hash(∅). We modify
the veriﬁcation information along the path from it to the root.
We only modify the Bloom ﬁlter in the non-leaf nodes when
there is too many “1” similar to modiﬁcation operation. To
preserve index indistinguishable, we adjust the structure of
the tree using modiﬁcation operation between tree nodes.
The time complexity of these three operations is
O(log(|D|)). The tree update will not leak any information,
which will be proved in Section V. Therefore, our SVETree
is efﬁcient and secure for dynamic database.

E. Optimizing SVETree
We discuss how to further optimize SVETree.
Segments of Bloom Filter. If the Bloom ﬁlter of each node is
large, it is rather expensive to transmit the Bloom ﬁlters from
the server to the client. To address this issue, we can segment
the Bloom ﬁlter when constructing the index: BL(v)={s1 ,
s2 , ... st }. The length of each segment si is Len, which
will signiﬁcantly affect the veriﬁcation performance. To add
the veriﬁcation information V er(v), the data owner should
generate the HMAC value H.sgi for each segment si . Thus
the cloud server can only transmit the relevant segments si
with H.sgi as proof π.
As introduced before, each trapdoor has r elements, and
these values will be mapped to r (r ≤ r) bits on BL(v),
therefore only the segments that contain these bits should
be returned. Moreover, as long as there exists a hash value
hj (1 ≤ r) in trapdoor Ti that misses the Bloom ﬁlter (the
corresponding bit is 0), Ti is an unmatched trapdoor and only
the segment containing hi should be returned. Thus the cloud
server just needs to return one segment for each unmatched
trapdoor. It will reduce the communication cost signiﬁcantly.
Length of Bloom Filter. To reduce the false positive, we set
the length of the Bloom ﬁlter in each tree node LB(v) =
10 ∗ r ∗ ng , where ng is the number of codes that should be
hashed r times before mapping. For low-level node, there are
few cubes and the length of Bloom ﬁlter should be small.
For upper-level node, there are many cubes and the length of
Bloom ﬁlter should be large.

V. A NALYSIS
In our scheme, cloud servers are assumed to be malicious
and may construct different attacks: (i) cloud servers can
analyze and inspect data submitted by data owners; (ii) cloud
servers can analyze and inspect query ranges submitted by data
users; (iii) cloud servers do not follow the query procedures
and return incorrect query results. We aim to ensure security
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Deﬁnition 6. The veriﬁable multi-dimensional range query
scheme Π is L-secure against adaptive attacks if for all
efﬁcient adversary A there exists an efﬁcient simulator S such
A λ
A
λ
λ
that Advadap
Π,A (1 ) = Pr[RealΠ (1 )=1] - Pr[SimL,S (1 )=1] is
a negligible function.

under such attacks. We analyze the security in our scheme
under the ﬁrst attacks in Section V-A and then analyze the
veriﬁcation correctness in Section V-B.
A. Security Analysis
To formulate the security model during query processing,
we utilize the framework introduced in [28], following the
seminal ideal-real paradigm by [29]. We ﬁrst deﬁne a leakage
function L to describes what a secure protocol is allowed to
leak. And then we deﬁne two games, aka real and simulated
games. The real game is essentially the execution in reality
and the simulated one is a simulation by the simulator, which
attempts to execute the multi-dimensional range query only
knowing the leakage function and make it indistinguishable
from the real one. Finally, we prove that an adversary cannot
distinguish the output of the real game from that of the
simulated game except with only negligible probability.
Speciﬁcally, the leakage functions L1 , L2 we consider in
this work are deﬁned as follows. L1 is associated with what
is leaked from the index alone, whereas L2 accounts for the
leakage from the queries and veriﬁcation operation:
•L1 (D) = n, Len(BL(vi )), ∇(Γ) . n is the size of dataset
D, Len(BL(vi )) is the bit length of bloom ﬁlter for node vi .
∇(Γ) is the structure of tree index Γ. Since our index is a
balanced binary tree, if the size of data set n is determined,
the bit length for each node Len(BL(vi )) and index structure
∇(Γ) is ﬁxed. In our scheme, the distribution of data set can
be protected. And for each node, the dataset is split into two
child nodes randomly and evenly. Given two data sets D0 and
D1 in the same size (|D0 | = |D1 |), the two indexes for them
cannot be distinguished by adversary according to Theorem 1.
•L2 (D, Q)= α(Q), σ(Q), ρ(Q), (α(ci ), σ(ci ), ρ(ci )ci ∈CQ )
. In the process of range query, we transform the query Q
into a series cube codes c1 , c2 , ...ci (where ci ∈ CQ ). α(·)
is the access pattern. α(W ) denotes the data id returned by
each query Q. And α(ci ) denotes the result id for each cube
code ci for Q. σ(·) is the search pattern. σ(Q) describes the
difference between two different queries Qi and Qj . σ(ci ) is
the difference for ci and cj , where ci ∈ Q and cj ∈ Q. ρ(·) is
the path pattern. ρ(Q) is the search path on index Γ for query
Q and ρ(ci ) is the search path for each cube code ci .
A
λ
λ
Then we deﬁne RealA
Π (1 ) and SimL,S (1 ) as follows.

Now we can prove that the SVETree indexes of two datasets
are computationally indistinguishable if the two datasets have
the same size. Hence, based on the size information of the
dataset, the simulator can simulate a random index which is
indistinguishable from the real one. In our design, a balanced
binary tree structure is used to organize the dataset. We divide
the element randomly and evenly, and index the data records
by using Bloom ﬁlter. If two datasets have the same size,
the resulting trees will have the same size and the identical
structure. Therefore, we can obtain that the tree indexes of
ServeDB are indistinguishable if the underlying datasets have
the same size. The detailed proofs can be found in [30].
Theorem 1. ServeDB achieves indexes indistinguishability if
two datasets have the same size.
According to leakage functions deﬁned above, if there exist
a polynomial-time simulator S such that for all probabilistic
polynomial time (PPT) adversaries A, the output between the
n−adap λ
λ
real game RealA
(1 )
Π (1 ) and a simulation game AdvΠ,A
is computationally indistinguishable. Thus, the adversary A
cannot differentiate (Γ; C) from the real game when query.
Thus, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. ServeDB is L-secure against adaptive attacks if
F and G are pseudo-random functions.
In order to enhance security with ensured search and query
pattern protection, padding can be used to obfuscate search
and access patterns [15], [16]. For example, a trapdoor can
be mapped to a set of different trapdoors [15], where each is
associated with a ciphertext copy of a plaintext cube. As a
result, given a range of a dimension, different queries on this
range can be issued with different trapdoor matrices, which
match different sets of ciphertexts that point to the same
plaintext data records. Thus, such approaches consume more
memory for security. Meanwhile, re-encryption can be utilized
to reset the leakage functions periodically such that it enables
stronger search and access pattern protection.

λ
λ
RealA
Π (1 ): the challenger runs Setup(1 ) to generate the

key. A outputs a data subset D and receives encrypted
index Γ ← BuildIndex (D , HK, sk) from the challenger. The adversary makes a polynomial number of queries
Q1 , Q2 , ...Qt . For each query Qi (where i <= t), the
adversary receives from the challenger a trapdoor matrix
M (Qi ) ← GenT rapdoor(SK, HK, Qi ). Finally, A returns
a bit b that is output by the experiment.
λ


SimA
L,S (1 ): A outputs a data subset D . Given L1 (D ),
S generates and sends the index Γ and the encrypted
dataset C  to A. The adversary makes a polynomial number
of queries Q1 , Q2 , ...Qt . Then for each query Qi (where
i <= t ), the simulator is given L2 (D , Qi )= α(Qi ), σ(Qi ),
(α(cj ), σ(cj )cj ∈CQ i ) . The simulator returns an appropriate
trapdoor matrix M (Qi ). Finally, A returns a bit b that is output
by the experiment.

B. Veriﬁcation Analysis
According to Deﬁnition 4 and 5, we prove the correctness
and completeness of our veriﬁcation scheme. Firstly, the data
user can check whether the result Ri falls in the range after
decryption, however the cloud server may return a data record
that falls in the range Q but does not belong to the dataset D
(e.g., an old data record has been deleted from D). Therefore,
we calculate the hash value for each data in D and store it into
the corresponding leaf node in tree index as the hash label. The
correct hash label of root node can only be generated by the
correct hash label from leaf nodes and key nodes. Therefore,
the hash label can prevent being tampered of query results.
Theorem 3. If each result Ri fall in the range Q, and the
hash value of key nodes can generate the hash label of root
nodes correctly, the result set is correct.
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A. Experiment Setup
Datasets. We used the real Twitter dataset crawled from
Twitter and the Foursquare dataset to evaluate our scheme. The
Twitter dataset contained 5 million tweets and the Foursquare
dataset contained 0.5 million items. Both datasets have real
geo-locations, time, age, picture, and other non-numerical
data. Moreover, we extend the dimensions of the datasets by
randomly including the data of experience of paramedics from
the datasets of California Health and Human Services Agency.
Baselines. To evaluate the query performance of secure multidimension range query frameworks, we compared our scheme
with four baselines: (1) PBtree [10] only supported secure
range query on single dimensional data. We used this method
to achieve d-dimensional range query by ﬁrst performing a
query on each attribute and then calculating the intersection
of the d result sets on each attribute to ﬁnd the ﬁnal results. (2) log-SRC-i [11] devised numerous ranked searchable
symmetric encryption (RSSE) schemes and offered a trade-off
between security and efﬁciency for one dimension range query.
We used a similar approach to enable multiple dimension
range query by using log-SRC-i. (3) R-tree supported multidimensional range query, which was widely adopted by the
existing schemes [8]. Note that, R-tree and its variance leaked
the distribution of data and the original R-tree leaked the
single-dimensional privacy. (4) Scan searched each dimension
based on ciphertext respectively and intersected the result sets
on each dimension. This method leaked the data information
by observing the search patterns.
Metrics. We measured the delays of range query and verifying query results, and evaluated the accuracy and communication overhead of range query. Communication overhead
was obtained by measuring the size of the delivered proof
information. We focus on the Twitter results in this paper.
More Foursquare results can be found in [30].
Parameters. We evaluated the following settings. (1) Number
of records from 0.5 to 5 million, and 1 million by default.
(1) Number of dimensions from 1 to 5, and 3 by default. (3)
Bloom ﬁlter (BL) length from 20 to 140, and 20 by default.
Setup. We implemented our framework in thousands LOCs
of C++ and conducted our experiments on a Windows 7
Professional machine with 32 GB memory and a 3.5-GHz
Intel Core i7-4770k processor. We used HMAC-SHA1 as the
pseudo-random function to implement the hash functions of
Bloom ﬁlter. Note that, in our experiments, we recursively
generated the hierarchy cubes. If all the leaf nodes in a level
had less than 10 data records, we terminated to split the nodes.
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Fig. 6: Query delays with different query ranges (1M records).
B. Query Delays
1) Query Processing Delays in The Server: We evaluate
the query delays in the server with respect to different sizes
of query ranges and different numbers of data records.
Varying dataset size. We evaluated the impact of the number
of data records on query delays. We ﬁxed the sizes of query
range and changed the number of data records from 0.5 to
5 million. Figure 5 showed the query delays with respect to
different numbers of data records. When we only queried onedimension data, as shown in Figure 5(a), the queries performed
by ServeDB were slightly slower than PBtree and R-tree, but
signiﬁcantly faster than Scan and log-SRC-i. The query delays
of PBtree and log-SRC-i increased quickly with the increase
of the number of data items when the search dimensions were
larger than one (see Figure 5(b) and (c)). Although R-tree
achieved relatively short query delays, the scheme has low
security (see Section II-B). On average, ServeDB achieved at
least 19 times faster than PB-tree and log-SRC-i. The reason
is that both PB-tree and log-SRC-i required extra intersection
operations. In particular, log-SRC-i needed extra interaction
between cloud server and data user to compute the ﬁnal results.
Varying query ranges. We evaluated the impact of query
range on query delays. We ﬁxed the data size with 1 million
data records. Since different dimensions had different units
of ranges, we ﬁrst chose a ﬁxed range in each dimension as
the base range and then measured the average delays with
the ranges increased by the base range. Figure 6 showed
the query delays of one-dimension, three-dimension, and ﬁvedimension with respect to different sizes of query ranges.
For example, for d = 5 and ∗4 in the ﬁgure, we randomly
selected on dimension, and increased the query range by 4
times. We repeated ten times to report the average results.
The average delay for each query in ServeDB was 30 ms. The
query delays of ServeDB was signiﬁcantly reduced compared
with the existing schemes. ServeDB is slightly slower than
PBtree and R-tree when the dimension is one because it needs
to generate extra proof information during searching. With
the increase of searched data dimensions, query delays of
ServeDB are relatively stable. On average, ServeDB achieved
at least nine times faster than other secure query schemes in
both three-dimension and ﬁve-dimension range query.
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Fig. 7: Query delays with arbitrary i-dimensional queries.
Varying query dimensions. We evaluated the query delays
for different arbitrary dimensional queries. As we discussed
in Section IV-E, to implement arbitrary dimensional queries,
ServeDB allows data owners to build multiple SVETree or data
users to extend their query dimensions. We set the maximum
query dimensions to be three, four, and ﬁve, respectively,
and generated ten queries with arbitrary dimensions. In the
multiple SVETree methods, 7, 17, and 31 SVETree were built,
respectively. Figure 7(a) showed the query delays when the
query dimension was set to three, and the multiple SVETree
incurred the smallest query delays that on average was less
than 12 ms. However, multiple SVETree incurred more storage
to store the trees. While query delays with query extension
were a bit longer and the average delays were around 35 ms,
which generated more trapdoors for queries and introduced
more communication overheads. The hybrid method enabled
two dimensional range query with six SVETree and extended
query dimensions for queries on the rest dimensions, which
could trade off between delays and overheads. It incurred
average 27 ms query delays. Figure 7(b) and (c) illustrated
the delays with four and ﬁve dimensional range queries,
respectively. The multiple SVETree method built 17 and 31
SVETree, respectively, and the hybrid only used two SVETree.
The delay distribution was similar to that with 3-d query and
the overall delays were larger.
Comparison of query delays with two datasets. We evaluated the query delays with two datasets with varied query
ranges and varied numbers of dimensions, where we select
0.5 million data records. We observe that the results with the
two datasets are similar. Figure 8 shows the query delays with
the Foursquare dataset are slightly higher because the data in
the dataset is denser. Figures 8 (a) and 8 (b) illustrate the
query delays with 1-dimensional and 3-dimensional data. The
delays increase with the increase of queried ranges. Figure 8
(c) shows query delays on various the dimensional data, where
the dimension ranges from one to nine. On each dimension,
we randomly choose ten ranges. We observe that the query
delays slightly increase when the dimensions increase. The
reason is that the query delays are mainly effected by the size
of query ranges and the query results. Note that, since the
query accuracy of these two datasets is almost the same, we
do not present results due to the page limitations.
2) Veriﬁcation Delays: We evaluated the veriﬁcation delays
with respect to the number of data records, the sizes of query
range, and the sizes of Bloom ﬁlter segments. Firstly, we
evaluated the veriﬁcation delays for different numbers of query
results. We choose 1 million data records from the original
dataset randomly. We changed the scope of the search range,
and the number of the query results ranged from 54 to 340.
We recorded the time of veriﬁcation on data users. Figure 9(a)
showed the veriﬁcation delays with respect to different number
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Fig. 11: Communication overheads incurred by veriﬁcation.
of data items in the datasets. The veriﬁcation delays were
similar with different dimension queries, and increased when
the size of datasets increased. ServeDB incurred around 12
ms veriﬁcation delays. Figure 9(b) illustrated the veriﬁcation
delays with varied query ranges. Overall, the delays were not
signiﬁcantly impacted by the query ranges, and the delays
with different query ranges were very similar. Since ServeDB
veriﬁed the correctness of the Bloom ﬁlter segments, the
size of the segments effected veriﬁcation delays. Figure 9(c)
depicted the veriﬁcation delays with different sizes of Bloom
ﬁlter segments. We observed that the length of segments did
not signiﬁcantly affect the veriﬁcation delays. With different
dimensions, the veriﬁcation delays were very similar. More
query dimensions with different sizes of Bloom ﬁlter segments
introduced slightly longer veriﬁcation delays. For simplicity,
in the following experiments, we set the size of Bloom ﬁlter
segments to 20 bits.
C. Query Accuracy
In this experiment, we focused on analyzing incurred false
positives. Note that all range query frameworks did not introduce false negatives. Figure 10 showed the false positive rate
(FP) of range queries. Since R-tree and Scan did not incur
false positives, we focus on comparing PBtree, log-SRC-i, and
ServeDB. As shown in Figure 10(a), PBtree had around 5%
FP that were incurred by Bloom ﬁlters when query dimension
was one. ServeDB incurred slightly higher FP since cubes
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based coding in ServeDB introduced more false positives.
Log-SRC-i had the around 30% FP, which was highest among
the schemes. Figure 10(b) illustrated the FPs when dimensions
were set to three. FP of ServeDB was stable. Note that, FP incurred by PBtree and log-SRC-i reduced because intersection
operations with different dimension query results eliminated
the wrong queried results. Figure 10(c) showed the FP with the
increase of dimensions. ServeDB had a constant FP because
ServeDB did not differentiate data dimensions. Similarly, FP
of PBtree and log-SRC-i decreased because of the intersection
operations. Note that, since ServeDB ensured the completeness
of query results, the incurred FP did not signiﬁcantly impact
the results returned to the data users since the wrong results are
smaller which can be easily veriﬁed and removed by the users.
We could further reduce the FP of ServeDB by optimizing the
number of hash functions adopted in Bloom ﬁlters.
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D. Communication Overhead
In the experiments, we evaluated the communication overheads incurred by query veriﬁcation. Figure 11(a) illustrated
the communication overheads with varied sizes of datasets.
The size of datasets ranged from 0.5 million to 5 million.
Veriﬁcation incurred around extra 100 kb compared with the
returned query results, which introduced about 15% communication costs. The difference among different query dimensions
was not signiﬁcant because the veriﬁcation information only
depended on the query results and the height of the SVETree.
Figure 11(b) showed the communication overheads with varied
query range sizes when the size of dataset was 1 million. With
different query dimensions, the communication overheads
were similar. The communication overheads with one, three,
and ﬁve dimensions were around 9%, 11%, and 14%, which
was acceptable. With the increase of dataset sizes, the communication overheads because there would be more results.
Figure 11(c) illustrated the communication cost by varying the
size of Bloom ﬁlter segments with different queried ranges.
The communication overhead slightly increased as the Bloom
ﬁlter took more space but the overhead did not signiﬁcantly
increased with the increase of Bloom ﬁlter segment length.
The average overhead is around 15%, which is acceptable for
real deployment.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed ServeDB that supported secure, veriﬁable, efﬁcient multi-dimensional range query on
outsourced database. In particular, we developed SVETree in
ServeDB that organized multi-dimensions data, which enabled
security, veriﬁability, and efﬁciency of range query. We proved
that ServeDB achieved the security properties against various
attacks. We evaluated ServeDB on real datasets and experimental results show that ServeDB achieved high performance
while providing security and veriﬁability.
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